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[ Title of the Invention)

TRAVELLING DEVICE

t Abstract}

( Object)

To realize easy inspecting operations on the irregular
ground by preventing a travelling device to fall down and
simplifying the mechanism and control system of the device.
[ Configuration)

In a travelling device, an expandable gas cylinder 16 is
provided on a running carriage n having a pair ot left and
right driving wheels 12, 13 located in parallel to each other
and adapted to be driven independently in such a manner as to
erect therefrom, and a gyroscopic lift standing-up mechanism
having an inclination steering mechanism is provided on the top
portion of the gas cylinder 16. In a case where the travelling
device needs to ride on while travelling, a device main body is
moved to the vicinity of the obstacle and caused to Incline
foward by means of flaps 45, and the gas cylinder 16 is caused
to be contracted rapidly so as to lift up the runninq carriage
11. whereby the travelling device is moved in the air by virtue
of a lift so produced to thereby allow it to ride on the
obstacle.

[ Claim)

I Claim 1]

A hrav«lltinj .1«vi,-* rhacjeUe i ze.l In th.?t an expandable .jas
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cylinder is provided on a running carriage having a pair of
driving wheels disposed in parallel to each other and designed
to be driven independently in such a manner as to erect
therefrom and that a gyroscopic lift standing- up mechanism
having an inclination storing mechanism is provided on the top
portion of said gas cylinder.

[ Detailed Description of the Invention}

[ 0001]

[ Industrial Field of Utilization]

The present invention relates to a travelling device for
climbing up and/or down stairs or travelling on the irregular
ground designed to be used on a travelling carriage for a visual
inspection device for use in buildings in a nuclear plant.
[ 0002]

[ Prior Art]

Periodical visual inspections roust be carried out in
buildings in a nuclear plant, in these buildings there are many
obstacles to travelling such as stoirs and doorsills between
rooms, and therefore it is not possible to carry out sufficient
visual inspections by a device in which a visual inspection
device is fitted on a mere travelling carriage. Consequently,
there have been conventionally used devices that Can climb up
ana/or down stairs or travel on the irregular ground.

[ 0003]

A prior art travelling device is shown in Fig. \. Ac shown
therein, it is a travelling device of a four-leg-walking type in
which an inspection device main body 103 is mounted on the upper
portion of a running carriage 102 having a pair of left and
right driving wheels 101 and in which leg portions 104, 105 each
comprising a pair of link mechanisms are provided at the front
and ceac of the cunning Carriage 102.

I 0004]

In order, for this travelling device to climb up stairs 107
from a floor 106, the front and rear leg portions 104, 105 are
bent and/or stretched with the left and right driving wheels
being rotat iuna I ty driven. Therefore, the inspection device 103
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can move as shown k„o snown by arrows In Fig. 4
r 0005J

y
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[ Function}

When trying to move the travelling device, the device main
body is first caused to stand up by rotationally driving the
device by means of the gyroscopic lift standing-up mechanism so
as to generate lift, and then it is advanced by driving the
driving wheels. The steering of the dwvice during its
advancement is achieved by virtu* of the difference in the
number of revolutions between the pair of driving wheels. In
addition, in a case where the travelling device tries to ride on
an obstacle while moving on the irregular ground such as stairs,
the device main body is moved to the vicinity of the obstacle in
a state in which lha gas cylinder is being expanded, then it. is
Inclined forward at that location by means of the inclination
steering mechanism, and the gas cylinder is rapidly contracted
so as to lift up the running carriage. Then, the travelling
device is caused to travel in the air by virtue of a lift
generated from the gyroscopic lift standing-up mechanism so as
to ride on the obstacle, thereby achieving a soft landing on the
obstacle, once this is completed, the gas cylinder is restored
again to its expanded stato, and the device is edvanced by
driving the driving wheels.

[0009]

[Embodiment]

Reffaring to the drawings, an embodiment of the present
invention will now be described in detail.

[0010]

Fig. 1 shows a front view of a travelling device according
to an embodiment: of the present invention, Fiq . 2 a plan view of
the travelling device, and Fig. 3 an explanatory view explaining
the function of the travelling device.

[0011]

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, in the travelling device
according to the embodimot of the present invention, a pait of
left and eight drivinq wheels 12; 13 adapter! r.n b* rotated

indenpwndently are supported on a running carriage 11, and those
driving whe«l s are designed to be rotationally driven.
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respectively, by driving devices 14, 15 which each are

exclusively used for the respective driving wheels. An

expandable gas cylinder 16 is provided on this running carriage

in such a manner as to erect thex:elruiu. The gas cylinder 1C

comprises a hollow cylinder caso 17 located at th« upper portion .

of thereof and a hollow piston rod 18 that is fitted in the

hollow cylinder case 17 in such a manner as to freely move

therein in a logitudinal direction (vertically) , and is biassed

by means of a tensile coil spring 19 provided so as to extend

between the two members in a direction in which the gas cylinder

rapidly contracts. In addition, a mounting pedestal 20 io

provided on the upper end of the cylinder case 17, while the

running carriaqe 11 is mounted on the lower end of the piston

rod 18.

[0012J

Mounted on the outer circumferential portion of the gas

cylinder 16 is a gas pressure supplying/dischaging system unit

21 having a control valve, a compressor, a chamber and so forth,

and the unit is connected with the gas cylinder 16 Via pipings

22, 23. Furthermore, fitted on the outer circumferential portion

of the gas cylinder 16 is a power/control system unit 24, on

which a visual inspection device 25 having a directional driving

system is equipped in turn.

[0013]

A gyroscopic lift standing-up mechanism is provided on the

mounting ppdAtral 20 of the gas cylinder 16 via an inclination

steering mechanism* In the inclination steering mechanims, there

are provided concentric annular frames 31, 32, 33 which are

rotatably supported on, respectively, paris of bearings 34, 35

each provided at opposite positions. In other words, trie frame

31 is supported on the pair of bearings 34 in such a manner that

it rotates about an X axis .relative* to thfl frame 32, and the

frame 32 is made free tc rotate about a Y axis which is

perpendicular to the X axis relative to the frame 33 by means of

the pair oE bearings 35. The lower portion of this frame 33 is

fixed onto the mounting pedstrai 20 of the gas cylinder 16.
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[UU14J

The gyroscopic lift standing-up mechanism is ptuv , aee
inside the frame 31 described above. Th»t t «. a circular
horizontal supporting table 36 is located at the center of the
frame 31, and this supporting frame 36 is. supported by four
stabilizers 37 (with two of them being disclosed in Fig. 1)
extending from respective .four locations on the inner
circumferential surface ot the- frame 31. A propeller' 39 with a
ring i. mounted at a central portion of the supporting table 36
by means of a rotating shaft 38 in such a manner as to freely
rotate about the shaft, and a spherical belt-like ring wing 41
is mounted on the outer circumferential portion of the propeller
39 via plurality of hourglass-shaped guide rollers 40 in such a
manner as to freely rotate in a reverse direction. The rotating
shaft 38 of the propeller 39 can be rotated by a small driving
device 43 of high output.

[0015]

In addition, below the four stabilizers 37 four driving
shafts 44 (with two being disclosed in Fig. 1) are rotatably
supported between the respective stabilizers 37 and the frame
31. and iiaps 45 are securely connected to the respective
driving shaft* 44, and a steering driving device 46 i. connected
to one end of each rtrivfng shaft 44.

[0016]

In order to move the travelling device, the driving device
43 is driven so as to rotate the propeller 39 via the rotating
shaft 38. This causes a rotating force so produced to be .

transferred to the ring wing 4 1 via the hourglass-shaped guide
rollers 40, whereby the ring wing 4 1 is rotated in a direction
opposite to the rotating direction of the propeller 30, and *
spinning force is cancelled, thereby producing . a lift.
Consequently, the device main body is caused to stand up,
whereuopn compressed gas is supplied to the gas cylinder 16 by
means of the gas pressure supplying/discharging system unit 21
to r.h^eby pul. Um gas cylinder in a state In which It is
expanded, whil* the driving wheels !2, 13 Jc « rotatably driv„»

6
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by driving the respective driving devices 14, 15. whereby the
device main body is advanced on the flat ground by ^
travelling device. In this stat*,. visual inspection is carried
out by using the visual inspection device 25. In addition
steering operations can be performed by producing differences in
the numbers of rotations of the driving wheels 12, 13 by so
varying the numbers of rotations thereof.

[0017J

Furthermore, in a case where the travelling device climbs
UP stairs 51 while it travels through the irregular grounds such
as stairs, as shown in Fig. 3 (a), the device main body is
brought close to the obstacle while the gas cylinder 16 is being
kept in a state in which it is expanded, and the selected ones
of the fou* flap* 45 are rotated by the driving device 4b, and a
lift produced by the ring wing 41 ie transferred into a
propelling, force to thereby incline the device main body
forward. With this state being maintained, when compressed gas
in the gas cylinder 16 is discharged therefrom, the gas cylinder
16 is rapidly contracted by means of the tensile coil spring 19
whereby the running carriage 11 is lifted up. This causes the
device main body to float in the air mu.uent.rily an<3 , as snown
in Fig. 3 (b)

, the device main body swings on the central
portion of the ring wing 41 working as a fulcrum by virtue of
the principle of pendulum so as to be put in a suspended state
and softly lands on the stairs 51. After the landing, as shown
in Fig. 3 (c)

.
the gas cylinder 16 is put in the expanded state •

again so as to push up the device niain body, and as described
previously, the travelling device is advanced by rotationally
driving the driving wheels 12, 13 by in turn driving the
respective driving devices 14, 15.

[0018)

[Effectiveness of the Invention)

As is described in detail referring to the embodiment, in
acco t,We wiU, U,« l.ruv*lli„y U«viue uC the pcesenc invention,
sine- rhe *xPundable 0«* cylinder is provided or, the running
cartage having a pair of driving wheels located parallel to

7
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each other and adapts to be driven independently in such amanner as to erect therefrom, and since the gyroscopic l lftstandlng-up mechanise having the inclination steering mechanic
is provided on the top portion of the gas cylinder, in a case
where the travelling device needs to ride on an obstacle while
travelling, tho ddvic6 main bQdy ^ ^ ^ vicinity Qf ^
obstacle and caused to incline foward, and the g»* cylinder is
caused to be rapidly contracted so as to lift Up the runolng
carriage, whereby the travelling device can be moved in the air
by virtue of a lift so produced, thus making it possible for the
travelling device to easily ride on the obstacle while
Preventing itself tz„m Tall down. I„ addition, it is possible to
Slfflpmy

the control SySt«w of the travelling
device, thereby making it possible to

.
easily carry .

inspecting operations on the irregular ground.
[Brief Description of the Drawings}
CFig. 1)

This is a front view of a travelling device according to
one embodiment of the present invention.
fFig. 2J

This is a plan view of the travelling device.
[Fig. 3]

This is an explanatory view showing a function of the
treveling device,

[fly. 4]

Thi6 1 S a front vlew of a pr
.

oc art tKmvMix^ Jev . ce
[Description of Reference Numeral *J

11 running carriage, 12, 13 driving wheels, 16 gas cylinder
25 visual inspecting device, 31, 32. 33 frame. 39 propeller,
41 ring wing, 43 driving device. 45 flap.

H
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